Abstract. Using the theory of Kostka polynomials, we prove an An−1 version of Bailey's lemma at integral level. Exploiting a new, conjectural expansion for Kostka numbers, this is then generalized to fractional levels, leading to a new expression for admissible characters of A
Introduction
Let α = (α L ) L≥0 and β = (β L ) L≥0 be sequences and (a; q) r = (a) r = By a simple interchange of sums it follows that if (α, β) and (γ, δ) are a Bailey pair and conjugate Bailey pair relative to a, then
provided of course that all sums converge.
Bailey used (1.3) for proving identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type [7] . First he showed that a limiting case of the q-Gauss sum [13, Eq. (II.8)] provides the following conjugate Bailey pair relative to a:
Substituted into (1.3) this gives To obtain the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, Bailey now required [6] 
, (1.6) which follows from a limit of Rogers' q-analogue of Dougall's 5 F 4 sum [13, Eq. (II.21)]. Inserting (1.6) into (1.5) yields the Rogers-Selberg identity. Taking a = 1 and a = q and performing the sum on the left using Jacobi's triple product identity [13, Eq. (II.28) ] results in the Rogers-Ramanujan identities [39] ∞ n=0 q n 2 (q) n = 1 (q, q 4 ; q 5 ) ∞ and ∞ n=0 q n(n+1) (q) n = 1 (q 2 , q 3 ; q 5 ) ∞ , (1. 7) where (a 1 , . . . , a k ; q) r = (a 1 ; q) r · · · (a k ; q) r and |q| < 1.
About a decade ago Milne and Lilly generalized the notion of a Bailey pair to higher dimensions [36] . (For a recent review see [35] .) They defined, for example, an A n−1 Bailey pair relative to a by , with x 1 , . . . , x n−1 indeterminates and |r| = r 1 + · · · + r n−1 . From the point of view of A n−1 basic hypergeometric series the Milne-Lilly definition of an A n−1 Bailey pair is not only natural but, as the papers [34, 36, 37] attest, has also been very fruitful. However, from the point of view of symmetric functions a rather different definition of an A n−1 Bailey pair (and conjugate Bailey pair) seems natural. To motivate this, let us assume that a = q ℓ in (1.1) with ℓ a nonnegative integer. Then Combining these formulae leads to the expansion
where in the last step we have used that K µ,(r,L−r) = 0 if l(µ) > 2. Substituted into (1. (1 2 )−k−ℓΛ 1
where η = (1 2L+ℓ ), (q) m(η) = (q) 2L+ℓ ,Λ 1 = (1/2, −1/2) and k = (r, −r). This suggest that a natural multivariable or A n−1 generalization of a Bailey pair is obtained by letting η be a partition of at most n − 1 different parts and by replacing the composition |η|(1 2 )/2 − k + ℓΛ 1 by an appropriate composition of n parts. Such a generalization was introduced in [44] , and various conjectures were made concerning A n−1 Bailey pairs and conjugate Bailey pairs. Further progress was made in [5] , where it was shown that the A 2 generalization of (1.12) leads to A 2 versions of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities (1.7) such as
q n 2 1 −n 1 n 2 +n 2 2 (q) n 1 2n 1 n 2 q = 1 (q, q, q 3 , q 4 , q 6 , q 6 ; q 7 ) ∞ .
In this paper we will study the more general A n−1 generalization of (1.12) and prove the conjectured conjugate Bailey pairs of [44] . Unlike in [5, 42, 45, 46, 52] , where conjugate Bailey pairs are proven using summation and transformation formulas for basic hypergeometric series, our approach here will be to employ the theory of Kostka polynomials. Even in the classical or A 1 case this is new. Having proven the conjectures of [44] , we will utilize a conjectural expansion for Kostka numbers to derive much more general conjugate Bailey pairs in terms of fractional-level string functions and configuration sums of A (1) n−1 . Not only will this give rise to new expressions for admissible characters of A (1) n−1 , but also to q-series identities for unitary as well as nonunitary A-type branching functions.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The next section contains an introduction to symmetric functions, Kostka polynomials and supernomial coefficients, and concludes with a conjectured expansion of the Kostka numbers in terms of antisymmetric supernomials. In Section 3 we define an A n−1 analogue of Bailey's lemma and prove a generalization of the conjugate Bailey pair (1.4), settling a conjecture of [44] . Section 4 provides a bosonic reformulation of the results of Section 3, which is exploited in the subsequent section to yield very general conjugate Bailey pairs in terms of A (1) n−1 string functions and configuration sums. Finally, in Section 6, we use these results to find many new A-type q-series identities.
Symmetric functions, Kostka polynomials and supernomial coefficients
2.1. Introduction. This section contains a brief introduction to symmetric functions and Kostka polynomials. For further details, see [10, 12, 32, 33] . A composition λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . ) is a sequence (finite or infinite) of nonnegative integers with finitely many λ i ≥ 0 unequal to zero. Two compositions that only differ in their tails of zeros are identified, and, for example, we will not distinguish between (1, 0, 2, 3, 0, 0) and (1, 0, 2, 3). Even when writing λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ Z n + for a composition λ we do give meaning to λ n+k for k ≥ 1 (namely the obvious λ n+k = 0). The weight of a composition λ, denoted |λ|, is the sum of its (nonzero) components. The largest and smallest components of a composition λ will be denoted by max(λ) and min(λ). Also for noninteger sequences µ will we write |µ| for the sum of its components.
A partition λ is a composition whose components are weakly decreasing. The nonzero components of a partition λ are called its parts and the number of parts, denoted l(λ), its length. We say that λ is a partition of k, denoted
The Ferrers graph of a partition λ is obtained by drawing l(λ) left-aligned rows of dots, with the ith row containing λ i dots. A partition is called rectangular if all its parts are equal, i.e., if its Ferrers graph has rectangular shape. The conjugate of a partition λ, denoted λ ′ , is obtained by transposing the Ferrers graph of λ. For λ a partition,
The unique partition (0, 0, . . . ) of 0 is denoted by ∅, the set of all partitions of k by P k and the set of all partitions by P. We define the usual dominance (partial) order on P k by writing λ ≥ µ for λ, µ ∈ P k iff λ
Frequently λ ∈ P will be written as λ = (1 m 1 2 m 2 . . . ) where m j = λ ′ j − λ ′ j+1 is the multiplicity of the part j. The associated composition (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m λ 1 ) is denoted by m(λ). Using the multiplicities, the union of the partitions λ = (1 m 1 2 m 2 . . . ) and µ = (1 n 1 2 n 2 . . . ) is given by λ ∪ µ = (1 m 1 +n 1 2 m 2 +n 2 . . . ). For λ a partition such that λ 1 ≤ a
One can also define the sum of partitions but, more generally, we will simply assume the standard addition and subtraction for sequences in R n . For two partitions λ and µ we write µ ⊆ λ if µ i ≤ λ i for all i, and ν = λ ∩ µ if
Let S n be the symmetric group, i.e., the group with elements given by the permutations of (1, . . . , n), and with multiplication • given by the usual composition of permutations. Given a permutation σ ∈ S n let ℓ(σ) be its length (= the minimal number of "adjacent transpositions" required to obtain σ from (1, 2, . . . , n)) and ǫ(σ) = (−1) ℓ(σ) its signature. Clearly ǫ(σ • τ ) = ǫ(σ)ǫ(τ ) and (thus) ǫ(σ) = ǫ(σ −1 ). The unique permutation of maximal length (= n(n − 1)/2) will be denoted by π. (Incidentally, π is the partition (n, . . . , 2, 1) which also has length l(π) = n in the sense of partitions.) Let k = (k 1 , . . . , k n ). Then σ ∈ S n acts on k by permuting its components; σ(k) = (k σ 1 , . . . , k σn ). For λ a partition such that l(λ) ≤ n, S λ n denotes the subgroup of S n consisting of permutations that leave λ invariant, i.e., σ(λ) = λ for σ ∈ S λ n . Let x λ = x λ 1 1 . . . x λn n . For λ a partition such that l(λ) ≤ n the monomial symmetric function in n variables is defined as
If l(λ) > n, m λ (x) = 0. To define the complete symmetric function h λ , set h r (x) = 0 for r < 0,
for r ≥ 0, and h λ (x) = h λ 1 (x)h λ 2 (x) · · · for λ a composition. In much the same way the elementary symmetric function e λ is defined by e 0 (x) = 1,
for r ≥ 1, and e λ (x) = e λ 1 (x)e λ 2 (x) · · · for λ a composition. Since e r (x) = 0 for r > n we have e λ (x) = 0 if max(λ) > n (λ 1 > n for λ ∈ P). Clearly, e λ (x) = e σ(λ) (x) and h λ (x) = h σ(λ) (x).
For λ ∈ P such that l(λ) ≤ n let
Then the Schur function s λ (x) is defined as
where δ = (n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1, 0). The denominator on the right is known as the Vandermonde determinant;
Finally we introduce the Hall-Littlewood symmetric function as the following q-analogue of the monomial symmetric function:
for λ ∈ P such that l(λ) ≤ n, and P λ (x; q) = 0 for λ ∈ P such that l(λ) > n. Besides the obvious P λ (x; 1) = m λ (x) one also has P λ (x; 0) = s λ (x).
For µ a composition and λ ⊢ |µ|, the Kostka number K λµ is defined by
More generally, K λµ = 0 if λ is not a partition, or µ not a composition, or |µ| = |λ|. From h µ (x) = h σ(µ) (x) it follows that
Further simple properties of the Kostka numbers are
for λ ∈ P and µ ⊢ |λ|, and
for l(λ) ≤ n, µ ∈ Z n + and a ≥ −λ n . Occurrences of the Kostka numbers similar to (2.4) are given by
for µ a composition, and
for λ ∈ P. Note that both sides of (2.8) vanish if max(µ) > n, and both sides of (2.9) vanish if l(λ) > n.
A useful formula involving the Kostka numbers follows from the JacobiTrudi identity
Substituting (2.4) and interchanging sums gives
for λ, µ ∈ P such that l(µ) ≤ n and δ a,b = χ(a = b). Note that (2.10) also holds for µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ n ) such that µ 1 ≥ µ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ µ n and µ n < 0, since σ(µ + δ) − δ is not a composition for such a µ.
For λ, µ ∈ P the Kostka polynomial (or Kostka-Foulkes polynomial)
and K λµ (q) = 0 if |λ| = |µ|. We extend this to compositions µ through K λµ (q) = K λ,σ(µ) (q) and to more general sequences λ and µ by K λµ = 0 if λ is not a partition, or µ is not a composition. Since P λ (x; 1) = m λ (x) it follows that K λµ (1) = K λµ .
Let λ, µ, ∈ P such that r is rectangular and λ, µ ⊆ r, and denote byλ r (μ r ) the "complement of λ (µ) with respect to r". That is, for r = (a b ),
Then the following duality holds [28] :
For example, by taking r = (4 3 ),
Note that (2.12) implies a q-analogue of (2.7) as well as
for λ, µ ∈ P such that λ 1 , µ 1 ≤ n and a ≥ 0.
2.2.
A n−1 supernomial coefficients. We now come to perhaps the two most important definitions, that of the completely symmetric and completely antisymmetric A n−1 supernomials [15, 43, 44] . Although all that is needed for their definition is at our disposal, we shall somewhat digress and motivate the supernomials from the point of view of generalized Kostka polynomials. In [26, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50] generalizations of the Kostka polynomials K λµ (q) were introduced wherein the composition µ in the ordinary Kostka polynomials is replaced by a (finite) sequence R = (R 1 , R 2 , . . . ) of rectangular partitions R i , such that 
for λ, µ ∈ P (hence c λµ = 0 if |ν| = |λ| + |µ|), there holds
Then the A n−1 supernomials are defined in terms of the generalized Kostka polynomials as (2.17) where 
it follows that S λR (1) = ν⊢|λ| K νλ K νR (1) . Multiplying this by m λ (x), summing over λ and using (2.9), (2.15) and (2.16), one finds
The S λR (1) may thus be viewed as a generalized multinomial coefficient.
In the following we need two special cases of the A n−1 supernomials. One, the completely antisymmetric A n−1 supernomial (antisymmetric supernomial for short) A λµ (q), arises when λ ∈ Z n + and R i = (1 µ i ) for all i. Since R * i = R ′ i = (µ i ), (2.14) and (2.17) imply
By (2.8) and (2.11) it thus follows that e µ (x) = λ⊢|µ| A λµ (q)P λ (x; q). Since P λ (x; 1) = m λ (x) and e µ (x) = s (1 µ 1 ) (x)s (1 µ 2 ) (x) · · · , this is in accordance with (2.19) .
In similar fashion the completely symmetric A n−1 supernomial S λµ (q) results when λ ∈ Z n + , R i = (µ i ) for all i, and q → 1/q; (2.21) where the expression on the right follows from (2.14), (2.17) and (2.18) . Observe that when µ is a partition i<j min{µ i , µ j } = n(µ). By (2.4) and (2.11) it follows that h µ (x) = λ⊢|µ| S λµ (q)P λ (x; q). Since P λ (x; 1) = m λ (x) and h µ (x) = s (µ 1 ) (x)s (µ 2 ) (x) · · · , this is again in agreement with (2.19) .
The antisymmetric supernomial of (2.20) will play a particularly important role throughout the paper and it will be convenient to introduce the further notation
+ . When λ ∈ Z n with one or more components being negative we set L λ = 0. It is in fact not a restriction to assume that µ is a partition with largest part at most n − 1. To see this, assume that λ, µ ∈ P (with l(λ) ≤ n), which is harmless since A λµ (q) = A σ(λ),τ (µ) (q). Then the summand in (2.20) is nonzero iff ν ≥ λ and ν ′ ≥ µ implying that A λµ (q) is nonzero iff µ ′ ≥ λ. One may therefore certainly assume that µ 1 ≤ l(λ) ≤ n. But from (2.7) and (2.13) it is easily seen that A λ+(1 n ),(n)∪µ (q) = A λµ (q), so that we may actually assume µ 1 ≤ n − 1 in A λµ (q), leading naturally to (2.22) .
In the case of A 1 , λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ), µ = (1 |λ| ) and L = m(µ) = (|λ|), and from the extremes of (1.11) it follows that
with on the right the classical q-binomial coefficient (1.9). Two important symmetries of the antisymmetric supernomials needed subsequently are
We will also use that the Kostka polynomials may be expressed in terms of antisymmetric supernomials as
Since (2.24) follows from (2.5) and (2.22) , and (2.26) from (2.10) and (2.22), we only need to prove (2.25).
Proof of (2.25). By (2.12),λ ′ r ′ = (λ r ) ′ and |ν| + |ν r | = |r|,
= Aλ r ,(μr) ′ (q) for r a rectangular partition such that λ, µ ⊆ r. Note that the summand in the second expression of the first line is nonzero for λ ≤ ν ≤ µ only. This implies that if µ, λ ⊆ r then also ν ⊆ r, and thus permits the use of (2.12) resulting in the third expression of the top-line.
. Recalling (2.22), (2.25) now follows for λ ∈ P with the bottom-entry of the right side being substituted by (|L| n ) − π(λ). Thanks to (2.24) this may be replaced by (|L| n ) − λ with λ a composition.
A conjecture.
To conclude this section we present a conjectured expansion of the Kostka numbers in terms of antisymmetric supernomials. Admitting this conjecture leads to an orthogonality relation between Kostka polynomials and antisymmetric supernomials (Corollary 2.2 below), which will be crucial in Section 5.
Before we can state the conjecture some more notation is needed. Denote the set {1, . . . , k} by [k]. Let ε i for i ∈ [n] be the canonical basis vectors in R n with standard inner product (ε i |ε j ) = δ i,j . Occasionally we will abbreviate (v|v) = ||v|| 2 . Expressed in terms of the ε i , the simple roots and fundamental weights α i andΛ i (i ∈ [n − 1]) of A n−1 are given by α i = ε i − ε i+1 and
The notation Λ i will be reserved for the fundamental weights of A (1) n−1 .) The Weyl vector ρ is given by the sum of the fundamental weights; ρ =
The A n−1 weight and root lattices P and Q ⊂ P are the integral span of the fundamental weights and the integral span of the simple roots, respectively. P + ⊂ P denotes the set of dominant weights, i.e., those weights λ ∈ P for which (α i |λ) ≥ 0 for all i. Specifically, for λ ∈ P we have λ ∈ Z n /n, |λ| = 0 and λ i − λ i+1 ∈ Z. For λ ∈ P + the third condition needs to be sharpened to λ i − λ i+1 ∈ Z + , and for λ ∈ Q the first condition needs to be replaced by λ ∈ Z n . The weight and root lattices are invariant under the action of S n , and for λ ∈ P and σ ∈ S n , σ(λ) − λ ∈ Q. This last fact easily follows from σ (j) (Λ i ) =Λ i − α i δ i,j , where σ (j) = (1, 2, . . . , n) + α j is the jth adjacent transposition. If C and C −1 are the Cartan and inverse Cartan matrices of
Finally, introducing the notation (q) λ = i≥1 (q) λ i for λ a composition, and using the shorthand a ≡ b (c) for a ≡ b (mod c), our conjecture can be stated as follows.
Conjecture 2.1. For µ ∈ P and ν ∈ Z n such that l(µ) ≤ n and |µ| = |ν|,
Since the right side satisfies the periodicity f µν = f µ+(a n ),ν+(b n ) for a, b ∈ Z, the condition |µ| = |ν| cannot be dropped. We also remark that in the notation of [32] 
In the following we give proofs of Conjecture 2.1 for n = 2 and for q = 0.
Proof for n = 2. Set η = (1 r ) (so that m(η) = |η| = r) and λ = (s, −s). When σ = (1, 2) (σ = (2, 1)) we need to sum s over the even (odd) integers. Using (2.23) the n = 2 case of the conjecture thus becomes
Without loss of generality we may assume that ν 12 ≥ 0. Then, by (1.10), the left side is nothing but χ(µ 2 ≤ ν 1 ≤ µ 1 ) = χ(µ 12 ≥ ν 12 ). This is also true if ν 2 < 0 as it implies K µν = 0 as well as ν 12 > |ν| = |µ| ≥ µ 12 .
On the right we now change s → (r + µ 12 )/2 − s and perform the sum over s using the q-binomial theorem [2, Thm. 3.3]
Replacing r → 2r + ν 12 and making some simplifications yields
this is readily found to be true.
, as follows from K λµ (0) = δ λ,µ and equation (2.22) , and (iii) 1/(q) m(η) = 1 + O(q). Hence the constant term of (2.29) can be extracted as
Making the replacement σ → σ −1 and using the symmetry (2.5) results in the sum σ∈Sn ǫ(σ)K η ′ ,σ(λ+δ)−δ with λ = |η|−|µ| n (1 n ) + µ. By (2.10) (plus subsequent comment) and the substitution η → η ′ this gives
For η, µ ∈ P such that l(η), l(µ) ≤ n, the solution to the linear equation η = |η|−|µ| n (1 n )+µ is η = µ+(a n ), with a an integer such that −µ n ≤ a ≤ η n . Since η n = 0, however, a is fixed to a = −µ n . Hence δ η,
, and after performing the sum over η and using that |µ| = |ν| the right-hand side becomes K µ−µn(1 n ),ν−µn(1 n ) . Thanks to (2.7) this is K µν .
The above proof suggests that what is needed to prove Conjecture 2.1 is a generalization of (2.10) for the sum
with α ∈ Q. Indeed, substituting (2.22) into (2.29) we obtain
Changing σ → σ −1 and using (2.5) the sum over σ takes exactly the form of (2.30) (with µ → |η|−|µ| n (1 n ) + µ and α → λ). We also remark that the proof of the constant term cannot (easily) be extended to deal with low-order terms in q. This because (λ|λ + 2ρ) = 2n for λ = −n(Λ 1 +Λ n−1 ), so that restricting the sum over λ to the single term λ = ∅ is only correct to zeroth order.
Assuming Conjecture 2.1 it is not hard to prove the following orthogonality relation.
Corollary 2.2. For µ, ν ∈ P such that l(µ), l(ν) ≤ n and |µ| = |ν|,
Since K λµ (q) = 0 if λ ∈ P one may add the additional restriction |η| ≥ |ν|−nν n = n−1 i=1 (ν i −ν i+1 ) to the sum over η. We also note that care should be taken when writing |η|−|ν|
need not be nonnegative.
Proof. Replace ν → τ (ν +δ)−δ in Conjecture 2.1 withν ∈ P. Then multiply the result by ǫ(τ ) and sum τ over S n . By (2.10) and (2.26) Corollary 2.2 (with ν replaced byν) follows.
A proof very similar to the proof of the n = 2 case of Conjecture 2.1 shows that Corollary 2.2 may be viewed as an A n−1 generalization of the wellknown 2 φ 1 (a, q −n ; aq 1−n ; q, q) = δ n,0 , which corresponds to the specialization c = aq 1−n in the q-Chu-Vandermonde sum (2.28). Indeed, if we take n = 2 in Corollary 2.2 and sum over σ and λ by the q-binomial theorem (2.27), then the remaining sum over η takes the form of the above 2 φ 1 sum with n = µ 1 − ν 1 and a = q µ 1 −ν 2 +1 .
3. An A n−1 Bailey lemma 3.1. Definitions and main result.
and |k| = 0) and η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1 and |η| ≡ ℓ (mod n). Then α = (α k ) and β = (β η ) form an A n−1 Bailey pair relative to q ℓ if
and γ = (γ k ) and δ = (δ η ) form an A n−1 conjugate Bailey pair relative to q ℓ if
Here, and elsewhere in the paper, a ≧ b (mod n) stands for a ≡ b (mod n) such that a ≥ b. Note that a necessary condition for the above summands to be non-vanishing is |η| n (1 n ) − k − ℓΛ n−1 ∈ Z n + . Since k ∈ Q ∩ P + this boils down to the single condition (|η| − ℓ)/n − k 1 ≥ 0, justifying the restrictions in the sums over k and η.
Recalling (2.22) , the definition (3.1) is a multivariable generalization of (1.12) up to an irrelevant normalization factor (q) ℓ . Of course, to really reduce to (1.12) for n = 2 we have to write η = (1 2L+ℓ ) and then replace β (1 2L+ℓ ) by β L . In exactly the same way (3.2) is a (normalized) multivariable generalization of (1.2).
Given an A n−1 Bailey pair and conjugate Bailey pair relative to q ℓ , it follows that
If for n = 2 we set η = (1 2L+ℓ ) and write β L and δ L instead of β η and δ η the right side simplifies to L≥0 β L δ L in accordance with (1.3).
The main result of this section will be an A n−1 , level-N generalization of Bailey's conjugate pair (1.4), resulting in an according generalization of Bailey's identity (1.5). First, however, a few more definitions are required.
Let N be a fixed, nonnegative integer, which will be referred to as the level. The canonical basis vectors in R n−1 and R N −1 will be denoted by e a andē j , respectively, and we setē 0 =ē N = ∅. The (n − 1)-and (N − 1)-dimensional identity matrices are denoted by I andĪ and the A N −1 Cartan matrix bȳ C. HenceC −1 j,k = min{j, k} − jk/N , which will also be used when either j or k is 0 or N . For u, v ∈ Z k with k either n − 1, N − 1 or (n − 1)(N − 1) and M an k-dimensional (square) matrix, M u is the vector with components
(q) u k and extending this, we also use
Here the vector p ∈ Z (n−1)(N −1) is determined by
and the sum is over m such that
This last equation ensures that the components of p are integers, but the reverse of this is not true; demanding that p (a) j ∈ Z leads to a restriction on m that, generally, is weaker than (3.7). We also caution the reader not to confuse m(η) ∈ Z n−1 + with the vector m ∈ Z (n−1)(N −1) . For our next definition it will be convenient to view µ rather than η as primary variable, and for µ ∈ P + and ν ∈ P such that ν 1 ≤ N and
where the sum is again over m such that (3.7) holds. From (2.1) it readily follows that both F ην and C µν satisfy the equation g ξ,(N n )∪ν (q) = q |ν| g ξν (q). Without loss of generality we may therefore assume that ν has at most n − 1 parts equal to N . From (3.4) it also follows that F ην and C µν trivialize for N = 1 to
where i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. For later use it will also be convenient to define
In the important special case ν = (sN r ), the polynomial F ην (q) can be identified with a level-N restricted version of the generalized Kostka polynomials K λR (q) [41] . Denoting these polynomials by K N λR (q) it follows from [41, Eq. (6.7)] that for ν = (sN r ) with s ∈ {0, . . . , N }
where λ = 1 n (nN + |η| − |ν|)(1 n ) + (s) and R is a sequence of |m(η)| + n − r partitions with m a (η) partitions (1 a ) (a ∈ [n − 1]) and n − r partitions (N ).
Finally we state our main result, which for n ≥ 3 was conjectured in [44, Eq. (9.9)] (see also [52, Conj. 14] ). For n = 2 the theorem below is equivalent to the "higher-level Bailey lemma" of [42, Cor. 4.1] , and for N = 1 and ℓ = 0 (but general n) it was proven in [52, Prop. 12] .
Theorem 3.1. Let ℓ ∈ Z + , k ∈ Q ∩ P + and η, ν ∈ P such that ν 1 ≤ N , η 1 ≤ n − 1 and |η| ≡ |ν| ≡ ℓ (mod n). Then
form an A n−1 conjugate Bailey pair relative to q ℓ .
Substituting the conjugate Bailey pair of Theorem 3.1 into (3.3) we obtain the following generalization of Bailey's key-identity (1.5):
(3.12) Equation (1.5) with a = q ℓ follows for n = 2 and N = 1. According to (3.9) and (3.10) one then finds
, where g i,ℓ (q) = q i(i−2)/4+ℓ 2 /4 is an irrelevant factor that drops out of (3.12).
Applications of (3.12) will be given in Section 6, with the remainder of this section devoted to a proof of Theorem 3.1. This proof consists of several steps. First, in Lemma 3.2 below, we reformulate the definition of an A n−1 conjugate Bailey pair. Then we state Theorem 3.3, which claims a deep identity for Kostka polynomials. A straightforward specialization leads to (3.13), which in combination with Lemma 3.2 proves Theorem 3.1. To prove Theorem 3.3 we need the Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 below, which are due to Hatayama et al. [15] (see also [16] 
.
Proof. Using (2.22) to eliminate the antisymmetric supernomial from (3.2) yields
By (2.5), (2.6) and min(|η|(1 n )/n − k − ℓΛ n−1 ) = (|η| − ℓ)/n − k 1 (since k ∈ Q∩P + ) we may add the conditions l(ν) ≤ n and (|η|−ℓ)/n−k 1 −ν n ∈ Z + to the sum over ν. Changing the order of summation then gives
Writing ν = (a n ) + λ with λ a partition such that l(λ) ≤ n − 1 this becomes
where the second equality follows from (2.7). Interchanging the sums over η and a it follows that a is fixed by a = (|η| − |λ|)/n, resulting in the claim of the lemma.
Theorem 3.3. For µ ∈ P + and ν ∈ P such that ν 1 ≤ N and
Before proving this, let us show how combined with Lemma 3.2 it implies Theorem 3.1. By (2.5), µ on the left may be replaced by π(µ). After this change we choose µ = ℓΛ 1 − π(k) with k ∈ Q ∩ P + and ℓ ∈ Z + , and use that π(Λ 1 ) = −Λ n−1 and (Λ 1 ) a − (Λ 1 ) a+1 = δ a,1 . Hence
with |ν| ≡ ℓ (mod n). Comparing this with Lemma 3.2 yields Theorem 3.1. The proof of Theorem 3.3 requires the following two propositions.
Proposition 3.4. For λ, ν ∈ P such that l(λ) ≤ n, ν 1 ≤ N and |λ| = |ν|,
where ξ = |η|−|λ|
Proposition 3.5. For λ, ν ∈ P such that l(λ) ≤ n, ν 1 ≤ N and |λ| = |ν|,
where Proof of Theorem 3.3. For µ ∈ P and ν ∈ P such that ν 1 ≤ N and |ν|Λ 1 − µ ∈ Q, consider the expression (3.14) I µν (q) = lim
By Proposition 3.4 with λ → 1 n (|ν| − |λ|)(1 n ) + λ it is readily found that
Here we have used that ξ = |η|−|λ| n (1 n ) + λ with l(λ) ≤ n − 1 is a partition iff |η| ≧ |λ| (mod n). Hence we may assume this condition and write ξ ′ = (n (|η|−|λ|)/n ) ∪ λ ′ .
In order to prove Theorem 3.3 it remains to be shown that I µν = C µν if µ ∈ P + . To this end we use the properties (2.7) and (2.6) of the Kostka numbers to identify the summand of (3.14) with a completely symmetric supernomial;
The last equality follows from (2.21) and the fact that the restriction l(λ) ≤ n in the second-last line may be dropped thanks to (2.5) and (2.6). By Proposition 3.5 with λ → |ν| n (1 n ) + µ (which is a partition iff µ ∈ P + ) it thus follows that for µ ∈ P + there holds I µν = C µν .
Proof of Proposition 3.4. As mentioned previously, Proposition 3.4 is due to Hatayama et al. [15, Prop. 6.4]
, who we will closely follow in our proof. The only significant difference is that in [15] only the case ν = ∅ is treated in detail.
Key to Proposition 3.4 are two so-called fermionic representations of the Kostka polynomials. The first of these is due to Kirillov and Reshetikhin [24, Thm. 4.2]. Let T j,k = min{j, k}. Proposition 3.6. For λ, µ ∈ P such that |λ| = |µ| and l(λ) ≤ n, Proposition 3.7. For λ, η ∈ P such that |λ| = |η|, l(λ) ≤ n and η 1 ≤ n − 1
the sum is over m 
j + χ(j ≥ 3) contributes to the sum yielding K (4,3,1),(3,3,2) (q) = q
Taking the representation of Proposition 3.7 we have λ ′ = (4, 3, 1), η = (3, 3, 2) and hence λ = (3, 2, 2, 1), m(η) = (0, 1, 2). We may thus take n = 4 yielding µ = (1, 1, 0, −2) and leading to the equations j≥1 jm To now prove Proposition 3.4, take the Kostka polynomial in the representation of Proposition 3.6, assume that µ 1 ≤ N , and replace
with λ, ν ∈ P such that l(λ) ≤ n, ν 1 ≤ N and |λ| = |ν|. By this change equations (3.16) and (3.17) become N ≥ 0, and we define η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1 by m a (η) = p 
By |η| = n−1 a=1 am a (η) and n−1 a=1 aC a,b = nδ b,n−1 it follows that η ≡ |ν| (mod n). The equations (3.22), (3.24) and
for j ≥ 1. Note that (3.25) for j = N and (3.26) for j = 0 correspond to the tautology p Finally consider the exponent E of q on the right of (3.15) after the replacements (3.21). From (3.24) and (2.1) it follows that
C a,bC
k+N .
This result does not contain m (a)
N , and in order to take the large M limit we replace m
Then the M -dependence of (3.24) drops out and the only occurrence of M in the above equations is in the expression for E, which contains the term nN 19) ) with m replaced bym (m). Then (3.25) ((3.26)) is nothing but (3.6) ((3.19)) with m and p replaced bym andp (m andp), and (3.24) becomes (after also multiplying byΛ a and summing over a)
Now writing the expressions (3.5) and (3.18) without the summations on the left as F ην;m (q) and K λ ′ η;{m
where the sum is overm, them N subject to the following restrictions: (i) µ is fixed by (3.27), i.e., by (3.20) with m replaced bym but must be an element of P + (so that m a (η) = (µ|α a ) ≥ 0, and (ii) (3.28) must holds. To understand the occurrence of ξ in the above, note that it is the unique partition such that |ξ| = |η| and ξ b − |ξ|/n = λ b − |λ|/n.
To complete the proof, replace the above sum by the equivalent sum over µ ∈ P + ,m and them It was shown in [15, Prop. 5.1] that for |λ| = |µ| and λ ∈ Z n + the completely symmetric supernomial can be expressed as
where the sum is over sequences of partitions ν = (ν (1) , . . . , 
Here λ, ν and µ are as in Proposition 3.5, the sum is over m and the m 0 . Then the product over the q-binomials becomes
0 . Moreover, the term (n − a)M on the right of (3.30) is cancelled so that summing over m and the m (a) 0 is equivalent to summing over m subject to the restriction (3.7).
Bosonic representation of Theorem 3.1
The aim of this section is to provide an alternative representation (for a special case) of Theorem 3.1, in which γ k and δ η are expressed as an A (1) n−1 string function and an A (1) n−1 configuration sum, both at level N . The advantage of this "bosonic" representation of the theorem is that it suggests a fractional-level generalization in which the integer N is replaced by a rational number.
Let Λ 0 , . . . , Λ n−1 be the fundamental weights of the affine Lie algebra A (1) n−1 [20] , and define Λ i for all integers i by Λ i = Λ j if i ≡ j (mod n). The set of level-N dominant integral weights P N + is the set of weights of the form Λ = n−1 i=0 a i Λ i with a i ∈ Z + and n−1 i=0 a i = N . The classical part of a weight Λ ∈ P N + will be denoted byΛ, consistent with our definition of the fundamental weights of A n−1 . HenceΛ 0 = ∅. When N = 0, P N + = ∅, but it will be convenient to follow the convention of partitions, and to somewhat ambiguously write P 0 + = {∅}, with ∅ the "empty" level-0 weight. The modular anomaly m Λ for Λ ∈ P N + is given by
with ||ρ|| 2 = n dim(A n−1 )/12 = n(n 2 − 1)/12. We will also employ a shifted modular anomalym
We now define a level-N , A
(1)
for Λ, Λ ′ ∈ P N + and η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1 and |η|Λ 1 −Λ +Λ ′ ∈ Q. Using a sign-reversing involution, Schilling and Shimozono [40] showed that X η,Λ,N Λ 0 (q) is a special case of the level-N restricted generalized Kostka polynomial. Equating this with the fermionic representation for this polynomial [41] leads to identities for X η,Λ,N Λ 0 , which for a special subset of Λ ∈ P N + can be stated as follows [40, 41] (see also [38] ). Theorem 4.1. Let Λ = (N − s)Λ r + sΛ r+1 with r ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and s ∈ {0, . . . , N } and let η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1 and |η|Λ 1 −Λ ∈ Q. Then
Note that the second restriction on η is equivalent to |η| ≡ rN + s (mod n). Also note that from (3.9), (3.11) and (4.2) follow the particularly simple (to state, not to prove) identities [40, Eq. (6.5)] for |η| ≡ 0 (mod n).
Next we shall relate C µ,(sN r ) to the string functions of A
n−1 . For λ ∈ P and m a positive integer, the classical A n−1 theta function of degree m and characteristics λ is defined by
According to the Weyl-Kac formula [17, 20] the (normalized) character χ Λ of the integrable highest weight module L(Λ) of highest weight Λ ∈ P N + can be expressed in terms of theta functions as
n−1 string functions C µ,Λ for µ ∈ P and Λ ∈ P N + arise as coefficients in the expansion of χ Λ in terms of degree-N theta functions [19] :
Two simple properties of the string functions are [21] C µ,Λ (q) = 0 if µ −Λ ∈ Q and C σ(µ)+N α,Λ = C µ,Λ for α ∈ Q and σ ∈ S n . (4.7)
For our purposes it will be convenient to also introduce normalized string functions C µ,Λ through
The relevance of the string functions to C µν (q) of (3.8) lies in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let Λ = (N − s)Λ r + sΛ r+1 with r ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and s ∈ {0, . . . , N } and let µ ∈ P + such that µ −Λ ∈ Q. Then
This theorem is the culmination of quite a number of results. For N = 1 we have according to (3.10)
for µ −Λ i ∈ Q. This was first obtained by Kac in [18] . For n = 2 but arbitrary N the above theorem is due to Lepowsky and Primc [29] (see also [11] ). For general n the theorem was conjectured by Kuniba et al. [27] for r = s = 0 and proved by Georgiev [14] for r = 0 and r = n − 1, and by Hatayama et al. [15, Prop. 5.8] for general r.
If we now take the conjugate Bailey pair of Theorem 3.1 with ν = (sN r ) and eliminate F ην and C ℓΛ 1 −π(k),ν by virtue of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we arrive at the Λ = (N − s)Λ r + sΛ r+1 case of the following conjecture. Conjecture 4.3. Let ℓ ∈ Z + , k ∈ Q ∩ P + and η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1 and |η| ≡ ℓ (mod n).
For Λ = (N − s)Λ r + sΛ r+1 we can of course claim this as a theorem thanks to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. For n = 2 a proof of the above result is implicit in [42] . In the next section it will be shown that Conjecture 4.3 follows by manipulating Corollary 2.2.
Fractional-level conjugate Bailey pairs
The advantage of Conjecture 4.3 over Theorem 3.1 is that it readily lends itself to further generalization. In order to describe this we extend our definitions of the configuration sum X η,Λ,Λ ′ and string function C µ,Λ to fractional levels.
Let p and p ′ be integers such that p ≥ 1 and p ′ ≥ n, and fix the level N in terms of p and p ′ as
In contrast with the previous two sections, N ∈ Q with N > −n. Given p and p ′ the set P (p,p ′ ) of cardinality p ′ −1 n−1 is defined as the set of weights Λ of the form Λ = n−1 i=0 a i Λ i such thatΛ ∈ P + (i.e., a i ∈ Z + for i ≥ 1),
Of course, whenever we write P N + it is assumed that N ∈ Z + . Note that the map Λ → Λ + (1 − 1/p)p ′ Λ 0 defines a bijection between P (p,p ′ ) and P p ′ −n + . For p and p ′ relatively prime the set P (p,p ′ ) is a special subset of the set of so-called admissible level-N weights [22, 23] in that only those weights are included whose classical part is in P + . We do not know how to include more general admissible weights in the results of this section.
The definition of the configuration sum (4.1) is most easily generalized to fractional N , and for Λ, Λ ′ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) and η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1 and
An important remark concerning (5.2) is in order. We have not imposed that p and p ′ be relatively prime, and as a consequence, N does not uniquely fix p and p ′ . Hence, given an admissible weight of level N , one cannot determine p and p ′ . Put differently, the sets P (p,p ′ ) and P (t,t ′ ) with (p, p ′ ) = (t, t ′ ) are not necessarily disjoint. For example, P (p,p ′ ) ⊆ P (kp,kp ′ ) for k a positive integer. As a result of this, definition (5.2) is ambiguous since the right-hand side depends not only on N (which is fixed uniquely by Λ) but also on p ′ . We however trust that by writing Λ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) the reader will have no trouble interpreting (5.2). Those unwilling to accept the above notation may from now on assume that p and p ′ are relatively prime, or should add a superscript p ′ or even (p, p ′ ) to X η,Λ,Λ ′ .
Before we show how to also generalize (4.6) to yield fractional-level string functions, we shall list several important properties of X η,Λ,Λ ′ , a number of which are conjectural.
Proof. From (2.22) or (2.25) it follows that ∅ λ = δ λ,∅ . Hence
where we have used that q (k|k)/(2(n+N )) δ k,Λ ′ +ρ = qm Λ ′ δ k,Λ ′ +ρ . The question now is: can we satisfyΛ ′ + ρ ∈ p ′ Q + σ(Λ + ρ)? Since Λ, Λ ′ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) this simplifies to the problem of finding for which Λ, Λ ′ and σ there holds Λ ′ + ρ = σ(Λ + ρ). SinceΛ ′ + ρ ∈ P + and σ(Λ + ρ) ∈ P + iff σ = (1, 2, . . . , n) , the only solution is given by Λ = Λ ′ and σ = (1, 2, . . . , n) , establishing the claim of the lemma.
Note that the partition η c is the complement of η with respect to (n l(η) ), and in our earlier notation of Section 2.1, η c =η (n l(η) ) .
Lemma 5.2. For Λ, Λ ′ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) and η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1,
Observe that the condition
Proof. By the symmetry (2.25) of the antisymmetric supernomials
Next use (2.24) with σ = π and replace k by −π(k). Then
Based on extensive computer assisted experiments we are led to the following conjectures.
is a polynomial with nonnegative coefficients.
For n = 2 both conjectures readily follow from results in [46] . The last conjecture will be crucial later, ensuring the convergence of certain sums over X η,Λ,Λ ′ (q).
Next we come to the definition of the fractional-level string functions. For
For p and p ′ relatively prime χ Λ (x; q) is a character of a (special) admissible representation of A (1) n−1 , (5.4) corresponding to (a special case of) the Kac-Wakimoto character formula for admissible characters [22] . The corresponding string functions at fractional-level N are defined via the formal expansion
for Λ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) with N given by (5.1). To see this is consistent with (4.6), note that for
where the first equality follows from (4.7) with σ = (1, 2 . . . , n). Since the string functions for non-integral levels only satisfy (4.7) with α = ∅, it is generally not possible to rewrite (5.5) as (4.6).
Having defined the configuration sums and string functions for fractional levels we can now state the following generalization of Conjecture 4.3. This theorem claims a conjugate Bailey pair relative to q ℓ with δ η = X η,Λ,N Λ 0 (q). It is not clear a priori that substituting this δ η in (3.2) will lead to a converging sum, and it is here that Conjecture 5.4 is crucial.
In our proof below we will show that Conjecture 4.3 may be manipulated to yield the following expression for admissible characters of A (1) n−1 :
for Λ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) . Comparing this with (5.5) leads to
for µ −Λ ∈ Q and zero otherwise, from which Theorem 5.5 easily follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. Take Corollary 2.2 and expand the Kostka polynomial therein using (2.26) . By τ (δ) − δ = τ (ρ) − ρ this yields
where µ, ν ∈ P such that l(µ), l(ν) ≤ n and |µ| = |ν|.
Next replace µ, ν byμ,ν ∈ P + viaω = ω − |ω|(1 n )/n, so thatμ −ν ∈ Q. Making these replacements in the actual equation is trivial and it only needs to be remarked that the restriction |η| ≡ |µ| (mod n) becomes |η|Λ 1 −μ ∈ Q. After dropping the hats fromμ andν we thus find (5.8)
where µ, ν ∈ P + such that µ − ν ∈ Q. Next we will show that if these conditions are relaxed to µ, ν ∈ P such that µ − ν ∈ Q, then the right-hand side of (5.8) needs to be replaced by
In the following we refer to the identity obtained by equating the left-side of (5.8) with (5.9) (for ν, µ ∈ P such that µ − ν ∈ Q) by (I). Now there are three possibilities for µ, ν ∈ P : (i) there exist w, v ∈ S n such that w(µ + ρ) − ρ, v(ν + ρ) − ρ ∈ P + , (ii) there exists no such w, (iii) there exists no such v. Of course, when w and v exist they are unique and w (v) does not exist if and only if not all components of w + ρ (v + ρ) are distinct.
First assume case (i) and set µ = w −1 (μ + ρ) − ρ, ν = v −1 (ν + ρ) − ρ withμ,ν ∈ P + and replace µ and ν in favour ofμ andν. Then change λ → w −1 (λ + ρ) − ρ, σ → w −1 • σ and τ → v • τ on the left and use the symmetry (2.24). On the right change σ → w −1 •σ •v. Finally drop the hats ofμ andν. The result of all this is that (I) is transformed into itself but now µ, ν ∈ P + . For such µ and ν the only contributing term in the sum (5.9) corresponds to σ = (1, 2, . . . , n) and we are back at (5.8). Consequently (I) is true in case (i). Next assume (ii) and replace λ → σ(λ + ρ) − ρ on the left and σ → σ −1 on both sides of (I). After also using (2.5), the left side then contains the sum
whereas the right side reads σ∈Sn ǫ(σ)δ σ(µ+ρ)−ρ,ν . Since not all components of µ + ρ are distinct this implies that both sides vanish. Hence (II) is also true in case (ii). Similarly it follows that (I) is true in case (iii), with both sides again vanishing.
To proceed, take identity (I), multiply both sides by x µ+ρ , sum µ over P subject to the restriction µ − ν ∈ Q and finally shift ν → ν − ρ. Adopting definition (2.2) for ν ∈ P this leads to
where ν ∈ P . We now interchange the sums over µ and λ and replace µ → µ + λ followed by λ → λ − ρ. The left side then factorizes into a double sum over σ and λ and a triple sum over µ, η and τ . Recalling the theta function (4.5), the double sum can be recognized as the denominator of the right side of (5.4), which will be abbreviated here to A ρ (x; q). Hence
Now fix integers p ≥ 1 and p ′ ≥ n, define N by (5.1) and let Λ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) . Then multiply both sides of the above equation by q (ν|ν)/(2(n+N )) and sum over ν such that ν ∈ p ′ Q +Λ + ρ. On the left swap the sum over ν with the other three sums and replace ν → τ −1 (ν). Recalling the Kac-Wakimoto character formula (5.4) and the definition (5.2) of the configuration sum X η,Λ,Λ ′ , this yields (5.6) and thus (5.7). To complete the proof choose µ = ℓΛ 1 − π(k), and use (2.24) with σ = π and π(ℓΛ 1 − π(k)) = −k − ℓΛ n−1 . Then (5.7) transforms into the claim of the theorem.
Applications
In this final section we give several applications of our A n−1 Bailey lemma, resulting in some new A-type q-series identities. Following the derivation of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities outlined in the introduction, we should try to find pairs of sequences (α, β) that satisfy the defining relation (3.1) of a Bailey pair. If these, together with the A n−1 conjugate Bailey pairs of Theorem 3.1 or 5.5, are substituted in (3.3) some hopefully interesting q-series identities will result.
According to (3.1) , what is needed to obtain Bailey pairs are polynomial identities involving the antisymmetric supernomials. Examples of such identities, from which Bailey pairs may indeed be extracted, are (4.2)-(4.4). To however explicitly write down the Bailey pairs arising from these identities is rather cumbersome due to the fact that we first have to apply
to rewrite the sum over k in (4.1) as a sum over k ∈ Q ∩ P + . Moreover, once the substitutions in (3.3) have been made, one invariably wants to simplify the resulting identity by writing the sum over k ∈ Q ∩ P + on the left as a sum over k ∈ Q. In order to eliminate the undesirable intermediate step where all sums are restricted to k ∈ Q ∩ P + , we will never explicitly write down Bailey pairs, but only work with the polynomial identities that imply these pairs. To illustrate this in the case of the first Rogers-Ramanujan identity, let us take the Bailey pair (1.6) for a = 1 and substitute this in the defining relation (1.1) of an A 1 Bailey pair. After a renaming of variables this leads to the polynomial identity
Next take the conjugate Bailey pair (1.4) for a = 1 and substitute this into (1.2) to find
for j ∈ Z + . Since both sides are even functions of j we may assume j ∈ Z. Now multiply (6.2) by (−1) j q j(3j−1)/2 and sum j over the integers. After a change in the order of summation, (6.1) may be applied to carry out the j-sum on the left, yielding
This is exactly the identity obtained when (1.6) for a = 1 is substituted into (1.5).
In the following we will mimic the above manipulations, albeit in a more general setting. First, if we substitute the conjugate Bailey pair of Theorem 5.5 in the defining relation (3.2) and generalize the symmetrization immediately after (6.2), we arrive back at (5.7) which shall therefore serve as our starting point. Now let p, p ′ , t, t ′ be integers such that p, t ≥ 1 and p ′ , t ′ ≥ n, and set N = p ′ /p − n and M = t ′ /t − n. Take (5.7) with Λ ∈ P (t,t ′ ) , replace µ by k − ρ − Λ ′′ and multiply both sides by ǫ(σ)q −m Λ ′ +(k|k)/(2(n+N )) where Λ ′ , Λ ′′ ∈ P (p,p ′ ) and σ ∈ S n . Then sum over k such that k ∈ p ′ Q + σ(Λ ′ + ρ) and sum σ over the elements of S n . Using the definition (5.2) of X η,Λ ′ ,Λ ′′ this yields
It is interesting to note that (6.3) implies the highly nontrivial symmetry
Another symmetry, which follows from (6.3), (5.3) and (q) m(η) = (q) m(η c ) is
Unlike (6.5), however, this also follows from (6.4). SinceΛ+ρ = −π(Λ c +ρ) it follows from (5.4) that χ Λ (x; q) = χ Λ c (1/x; q) and hence that C µ,Λ = C −µ,Λ c . Using this in (6.4), replacing k → −π(k) and σ → π • σ • π and using C µ,Λ = C π(µ),Λ , (6.6) once more follows.
When Λ ∈ P M + , (6.4) coincides with a special case of an expression of Kac and Wakimoto for the coset branching function b
Recalling that C µ,Λ = C −µ,Λ c and comparing the expression for the branching function with (6.4) leads to the identification
Thus far we have only manipulated the conjugate Bailey pair of Theorem 5.5, and to turn (6.3) into more explicit q-series identities we need to specify (p, p ′ ) and/or (t, t ′ ) such that the configuration sums on the right can be evaluated in closed form. As a first example choose (p, p ′ ) = (1, n). Then Λ ′ , Λ ′′ ∈ P 0 + and henceΛ ′ =Λ ′′ = ∅. Recalling (4.4) and Lemma 5.1 it follows that the right side of (6.3) trivializes to δ Λ,M Λ 0 . Making the change k → σ(nk + ρ) in (6.4) and using C µ,Λ = C σ(µ),Λ then yields Many more identities arise if we evoke Theorem 4.1. In fact, instead of just this theorem we will apply the following generalization which assumes the notation of (3.5).
Conjecture 6.1. Let η ∈ P such that η 1 ≤ n − 1. For s, u ∈ {0, . . . , N }, r, v ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} let Λ = (N − s)Λ r + sΛ r+1 and Λ ′ = (N − u)Λ 0 + uΛ n−v such that |η|Λ 1 −Λ +Λ ′ ∈ Q (|η| ≡ rN + s + uv (mod n)), and define With Λ as given above, F η,Λ,N Λ 0 = F η,(sN r ) and in this case the conjecture becomes Theorem 4.1. For n = 2 Conjecture 6.1 follows from polynomial identities proved in [8, 51] .
From (6.3), (6.7) and Conjecture 6.1 we infer the following fermionic representation for the branching functions: Here K N λ,R (q) is the level-restricted generalized Kostka polynomial, k ∈ [n − 1], λ (L) = (c n−v (c + u) v ) with c = kLM + (a − uv)/n, and R (L) = (R 1 , . . . , R Ln+1 ), with R 1 = (a) and R i = (M k ) for i ≥ 2. By using the generalization of Theorem 4.1 to all Λ ∈ P N + [38, 40, 41] we can also apply (6.3) to prove fermionic formulae for all of the branching functions b Λ⊗Λ ′ (N +M )Λ 0 with Λ ∈ P M + and Λ ′ ∈ P N + . Another nice specialization of (6.3) arises for Λ ∈ P 1 + and Λ ′′ = N Λ 0 . ThenΛ −Λ ′ ∈ Q fixes Λ, and by (4.3), (4.9) and (6.9) it follows that all dependence on Λ cancels out. Dropping the prime in Λ ′ , this yields (6.10) q .
Here X p,n η (q) = X η,N Λ 0 ,N Λ 0 (q) for N = n(1/p − 1) and N Λ 0 ∈ P (p,n) . The identity (6.11) may be viewed as an A n−1 version of the second Rogers-Ramanujan identity and its higher moduli generalizations [1, 9] . By standard Bailey chain type arguments [3, 4, 53] it follows that for k ≥ 1 and a ∈ {0, 1}, q L+n 1 (n 1 +1)+···+n k−1 (n k−1 +1) (q) 2L (q) L−n 1 · · · (q) n k−2 −n k−1 (q 2−a ; q 2−a ) n k−1 which substituted into (6.11) gives (6.12) n 1 ≥···≥n k ≥0 q n 1 (n 1 +1)+···+n k (n k +1) (q) n 1 −n 2 · · · (q) n k−1 −n k (q 2−a ; q 2−a ) n k = (q, q 2k+a+1 , q 2k+a+2 ; q 2k+a+2 ) ∞ (q) ∞ .
There is in fact an alternative route from (6.11) to this result, based on levelrank duality. First observe that if we write the right-hand side of (6.11) as f n,p (q), then f n,p = f p,n . The identities of (6.12) should therefore also result from the p = 2 case of (6.11). Indeed, experiments for n = 3 and 4 confirm the following conjecture: X 2,2k+a η (q) = q n 1 +···+n k (q) m(η) (q) n 1 −n 2 · · · (q) n k−1 −n k (q 2−a ; q 2−a ) n k if m(η) = (n 1 − n 2 , . . . , n k−1 − n k , n k , n k , n k−1 − n k , . . . , n 1 − n 2 ) and zero otherwise. Here n k , n k should read 2n k when a = 0. Substituted into (6.11) this once again yields (6.12).
As a final application we employ the following conjecture for n = 3 and Λ ∈ P (ζ 1 −ζ 2 ) 2 +ζ 1 +ζ 2 −2||Λ l || 2 (q) ζ 1 (q) ζ 2 .
